Seeds by Design, the name says it all...we are the first production
company in the US to offer such a diverse line of vegetable and herb
seeds from heirlooms to hybrids, suited for the commercial grower to
the home garden trade. We offer more heirloom varieties than any
other production company as well as our own line of hybrids,
including peppers, tomatoes and vine seeds.

KALE KRAZE

Kale Lacinato

Kale Scarlet

Kale Red Ursa

Kale Black Magic

This primitive but attractive open
kale can be traced back to eighteenth
century Tuscany. This Italian region
is known for their flavorful vegetables. The ten inch strap shaped leaves
are dark grey blue green and slightly
puckered. Excellent winter variety
in containers as well as beds, flavor
and nutritional value is enhanced
with frost and cold weather.

A dark red almost purple, 26 to 32
inch plant with large and sturdy
leaves that are heavily curled. Is
beautiful planted in garden beds
with ornamentals, as pictured here.
Can also be used for bunching or
baby leaf. Very sweet and succulent
leaves at any stage.

Extra frilly version of Red Russian
kale, leaves are brighter green, stem
and petioles are a dark red/purple
color. Very slow to bolt and has
thick high yielding leaves. Lovely
used for bunching and baby kale
production.

Improved selection of Lacinato or
Dinosaur kale with wider leaves
and consistent dark green color.
Very uniform and very slow to bolt,
stands well in production fields for
multiple cuttings. Very attractive
spring or fall bedding plant.

Kale White Russian

Kale Red Russian

Kale Blue Curled Scotch

Kale Portuguese

Dark green oak leaf cut leaves, kale
is richer in vitamins and minerals
than other greens. White stems,
give way to tender and sweet rich
dark green kale when cooked, also
excellent raw in salads. Very disease
resistant in both bunching and baby
leaf productions.

50 days to maturity. Dark green oak
leaf cut leaves, red and purple hues
intensify after fall frosts, give way
to tender and sweet rich dark green
kale when cooked, also good raw,
disease resistant like its white sister.
Grow with fall and winter annuals
for a colorful winter garden.

Very slow bolting Scotch type,
finely curled blue green leaves, low
growing, 16-20 inches tall and up
to 24 inch in diameter, short stem,
hardy, especially tender and sweet
after light frost, does not yellow
from frost or heat, hardy, sow early
spring or July, non-heading.

This kale variety may be the hardiest of the cabbage kin. It excels in
cold weather, tasting best after frost
has kissed the tender, rounded succulent leaves, and making moderate
growth whenever there is even a
slight warm spell.

Growers on the cutting edge of today‘s market trends ask for Seeds by Design
when looking for Organic, Heirloom or Hybrid vegetable seeds.
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